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ABSTRACT

This review study was a first attempt to map the existing theoretical and empirical literature about a possible core capacity for well-being: listening. The main research question was: drawing from a multidisciplinary evidence base, what is the empirical and theoretical knowledge of children’s listening and how does it interact with overall well-being throughout childhood? Moreover, the review of the literature will contribute to the understanding of listening as a core capacity for well-being within the Learning for Well-Being framework. The review included systematic searches in four electronic databases and a selection of studies based on pre-set criteria. It focuses on the development of listening throughout childhood, listening in formal and informal learning, listening in family and community settings, and possible links between listening and well-being. Relevant empirical studies were identified that further explain the development of listening comprehension throughout childhood. Relevant streams of literature identified included listening to music and positive effects on child well-being, children’s extensive listening in schools, and the effects of undesirable listening environments. The Learning for Well-Being Foundation’s initial broad definition of listening was not replicated in the evidence base identified in this mapping paper. No studies were identified that considered listening and spirituality in a meaningful manner. Overall, in combination with the mapping papers on the eight other core capacities, this paper can contribute to the understanding of core capacities possibly benefiting child well-being.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The main research question of this mapping paper is: drawing from a multidisciplinary evidence base, what is the empirical and theoretical knowledge of children’s listening, and how does it interact with overall child well-being throughout childhood? This paper explores the evidence of listening as a core capacity for children. Studies are included on the development of listening, its role in education and home environments and its relationship with child well-being. The theoretical framework of the Learning for Well-Being Foundation (L4WB) is applied through the Matrix of Four Perspectives. According to the L4WB’s framework, children’s ‘core capacities’, such as listening, support a child’s well-being. The literature mapping will show to what extent evidence informs the hypothesis that listening can be understood as a core capacity for well-being.

This listening working paper is part of the Measuring What Matters (MWM) project. The MWM overarching background paper further explains the conceptual L4WB framework and its background. The project is a series of working papers that explore empirical and theoretical literature on nine core capacities for well-being: discerning patterns, enriching sensory awareness (embodying), empathizing, inquiring, listening, noticing (observing), reflecting, relaxing, and subtle sensing. Overall, this is a first attempt to map the existing theoretical and empirical literature about one of these core capacities: listening. This working paper can be read in combination with the other eight working papers on core capacities, the overarching MWM background paper, and the MWM synthesis report.

2. CONCEPTUAL UNDERPINNINGS

According to the Learning for Well-Being Foundations’ framework (Learning for Well-Being Foundation, 2019), listening is defined as follows:

Listening creates a space in which one hears more than the words spoken or the sounds present in the environment – one listens to the wisdom of one’s body, the integration of mind with emotions and body, one’s personal history, the change of seasons, to name only a few. Listening is always active, creating an interactive relationship in which one can hear oneself as well as other people, and the spaces between the words as well as the words themselves. ‘Listening’ is an act of expansion and connection. From different perspectives, the act of listening relates to how one listens and to what one listens. (p. 5)

L4WB also recognized the following short definition as synonymous with listening: “connecting to words, sounds, and spaces in oneself, others and the environment” (p. 5). From this definition, the concept of ‘active listening’ seems relevant to explore in this mapping paper.

According to the L4WB hypothesis, each core capacity can be experienced through each perspective (mental, emotional and physical) and should have a spiritual dimension. Based on the L4WB definitions for listening, the Matrix of Four Perspectives categorizes all studies identified in this working paper (see Table 1). Applying the matrix to the listening literature contributes to understanding how the literature allows for the theoretical classification of listening within L4WB’s four perspectives. The results section compares all studies placed in the matrix as an entire body of evidence. More background information on the development of the categorical matrix is available in the MWM overarching background paper.
Table 1: Matrix of Four Perspectives on listening

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>content ‘what’</th>
<th>process ‘how’</th>
<th>intention ‘why’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPIRITUAL (S)</td>
<td>A mental perspective refers to “our cognitive and rational processes” and the</td>
<td>“A mental expression of listening is associated with listening for information,</td>
<td>“At a spiritual level, listening is experienced as universal connection and flow”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>functions of “envisioning, planning and valuing” (O’Toole, 2016, p. 17).</td>
<td>facts, and thoughts” (Learning for Well-Being, 2019, p. 5).</td>
<td>(Learning for Well-Being, 2019, p. 5).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MENTAL (M)</td>
<td>An emotional perspective refers both to “our intrapersonal functions – our</td>
<td>“An emotional perspective on listening is associated with opening and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>inner feelings, motivations and our interpersonal functioning – [and] our</td>
<td>connecting with emotional content, felt intention, the flow of communication”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>interactions with others” (O’Toole, 2016, p. 17).</td>
<td>(Learning for Well-Being, 2019, p. 5).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMOTIONAL (E)</td>
<td>A physical perspective refers to “our bodies, and to the material and natural</td>
<td>“A physical expression of listening is associated with sensing the context and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>environments” (O’Toole, 2016, p. 17).</td>
<td>environment. It is about listening for the action needed in this moment”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSICAL (P)</td>
<td>A physical perspective refers to “the physical senses, to our bodies, and to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the population of interest, and list 3 includes terms related to the focus of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the L4WB terminology and helped identify studies likely to meet the inclusion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>criteria. List 1 includes the key search term ‘listening’ based upon the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>conceptual framework; list 2 includes terms or phrases related to the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>population of interest, and list 3 includes terms related to the focus of the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>research question (Appendix A). Each search included terms from each list</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>that were inserted as free text into the keyword fields. All possible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>combinations of terms across lists were searched separately. At all times, if</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the search with terms as free texts delivered too many results, the searches</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>were limited by applying relevance sorting options and only considering the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>first 25 most relevant hits. In all databases, due to the substantial overlap</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>while using children and adolescents, a combined search was used (e.g., ‘Listening AND (Children OR Adolescents) AND Development’). Each independent search was conducted for a 5-year period to find the most recent results (2015–2020) and a 20-year period</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to find earlier relevant studies (2000–2020). All findings were limited to English, peer-reviewed studies by selecting the appropriate options in each database. For each combination of search terms, the literature was also scanned for existing literature reviews, systematic reviews or meta-analyses by selecting the databases’ option to focus on reviews in the past 20 years. The flow diagram in Table 2 shows the number of studies included and excluded at the different search process stages.

### Table 2: Flow diagram for the listening review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Studies</th>
<th>Excluded studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>IDENTIFICATION</strong></td>
<td>Studies identified through database searching ((n = 960,505)). When within the first 25 most relevant results titles were read.</td>
<td>Studies excluded based on relevance hierarchy in databases ((n = 959,599)).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Study titles read through ((n = 906)). When relevant abstracts were opened and read through fully.</td>
<td>Studies excluded based on title ((n = 739)).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCREENING</strong></td>
<td>Study abstracts read through ((n = 167)) and from additional search ((n = 46)). When relevant the full papers were loaded.</td>
<td>Studies excluded from first round based on abstracts ((n = 63)) non-availability ((n = 6)). Studies excluded second round ((n = 14)).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abstracts accepted and full papers loaded ((n = 98)) and from second round ((n = 32)). Total of papers after screening ((n = 130)).</td>
<td>Studies excluded based on fuller reading ((n = 38)), and deleting duplicates ((n = 7)).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ELIGIBILITY</strong></td>
<td>Papers read through more closely (introduction, methodology, conclusion) and sorted within relevant subtopics when still meeting the inclusion criteria ((n = 85)).</td>
<td>Studies further excluded based on double checking inclusion criteria ((n = 38)).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Papers read more fully and inclusion criteria double-checked ((n = 47)).</td>
<td>Studies excluded after final checks ((n = 16)).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INCLUDED STUDIES</strong></td>
<td>Full paper read and included in the results ((n = 31)).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria

In this review, a study had to meet various inclusion criteria at different levels of the review process. During screening and identification, a study had to include children or adults who have a direct and explicit link with children. Studies also had to include an explicit link to listening, its development or its connection to well-being. When studies met these principal inclusion criteria, they still needed to meet quality tests for eligibility on conceptual coherency, the use of appropriate methods and scientific validity (Appendix B). The ethical conduct of each study was reviewed but was not a requirement for inclusion. The included materials had to be in a standard format (such as papers, reports and policy briefs) and not duplicate a study already included. Studies that did not explicitly explore the development of listening were excluded, as were those that explored the development
of listening solely in adults without any links to children or adolescents. Finally, studies on children beyond typically developing children were excluded due to the vast amount of studies resulting from the initial searches.

All searches were recorded. The details of searches and numbers of included and excluded studies at different stages were documented. The detailed record of studies was archived and is available upon request. The flow diagram in Figure 2 includes an overview of how many studies were identified and retained based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria in each stage.

3.3. Listening from the perspective of spirituality

An additional search round was conducted in order to incorporate possible evidence from the spiritual perspective on listening. The additional search round was in response to the identified gap in evidence of listening from the perspective of spirituality. In order to identify high-quality evidence relating to spirituality and listening, the input of various experts was considered, including the Learning for Well-Being Foundation, the Fetzer Institute and relevant individual spirituality researchers. Additional searches were conducted in order to find alternatives for suggested articles that were not available.

The inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied to the resulting list of spirituality articles. This time, the suggested articles and books were only included when the study was: explicitly focused on spirituality; of an empirical nature; on listening; focused on children or adults who have a direct and explicit link with children. Additionally, the general quality assurance inclusion criteria were applied (Appendix B). Finally, all material had to have a standard format and not duplicate a study already included. A detailed record of studies was archived and is available upon request.

Overall, a list of 160 studies was initially identified, of which 44 were entirely searched for the listening key term (search term ‘listen’). Thirteen papers were read through more closely due to matches with the key term ‘listening’. All 13 studies were excluded when applying the inclusion criteria: studies were rejected due to being theoretical (nine studies), only including adults (one study), and being irrelevant for the listening core capacity (three studies). Thus, none of the studies passed all criteria, and no further studies on spirituality were included in this paper.

3.4. Applying the Matrix of Four Perspectives

Each study passing all the inclusion criteria is positioned within the Matrix of Four Perspectives in order to answer the question to what extent the Learning for Well-Being’s hypothesis is supported with evidence. The matrix from Appendix A is applied to organize the articles in the various categories and levels (content, process or intention). Descriptions of possible studies for the various categories are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Types of studies for the Matrix of Four Perspectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>content ‘what’</th>
<th>process ‘how’</th>
<th>intention ‘why’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPIRITUAL (S)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MENTAL (M)</td>
<td>Studies on the presence of the capacity in children.</td>
<td>Studies which explore how the capacity develops throughout childhood in response to specific individual interventions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMOTIONAL (E)</td>
<td>Studies on the relationship between the capacity and feelings/interpersonal relationships.</td>
<td>Studies on how relationships and/or feelings influence the capacity.</td>
<td>Studies which focus upon why children perform/show the capacity and studies which focus on spirituality explicitly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSICAL (P)</td>
<td>Studies which focus upon the physical aspects of the capacity, or on doing the action.</td>
<td>Studies into how doing the action or the physical environment can affect the capacity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. RESULTS

This mapping paper identified 31 empirical and conceptual papers as the evidence base for listening as a core capacity. In ERIC, EBSCO and PubMed, no extra meaningful findings were gained when adding ‘active’ to the search terms. After the searches were complete in the initial three databases, an additional short search was carried out with ‘active listening’ in Google Scholar to identify any other gaps. A second search round ensured that all relevant articles were included, including studies into adults listening to children. For the results on listening to children, various articles were identified that stressed the importance of listening to children in diverse contexts such as family justice, children’s health and policy decision-making. However, most of these studies did not explore the listening capacity itself or how children can be listened to most effectively and were excluded.

Similarly, various studies came up that explored research methodologies and tools for listening to children. These were also rejected because there was no explicit focus on the listening capacity in children or adults. All studies included in this paper concentrated explicitly on the capacity of listening in children or adults working directly with children.

4.1. Listening and development throughout childhood

In this section on listening and development throughout childhood, 13 studies (1 conceptual and 12 empirical) were included. Many studies appearing from the searches focused on children’s listening comprehension and how it develops throughout childhood and in school. As a result, nine studies examining the construct of ‘listening comprehension’ are discussed in this section, forming the majority of articles considered for this section. Overall, ‘listening comprehension’ seemed a helpful term for studying the core capacity of listening further. Many studies on reading comprehension...
and listening comprehension use the concept of ‘word reading’. The difference between ‘reading’ and ‘word reading’ is that word reading specifically explains the skill of reading words, and reading (comprehension) is a broader concept including constructs such as word reading but also linguistic concepts such as listening comprehension (Vaughn et al., 2020).

In an interdisciplinary review of literature, Jalongo (2010) examined various research strands related to listening during early childhood. ‘Listening comprehension’, was defined as “the young child’s ability to understand what he or she hears” (p. 4). Young children (between the ages of birth to eight years old) are underrepresented in listening research, while aural messages are generally received from and before birth onwards and affect the young child’s brain development. Considerable evidence from studies suggests that hearing acuity commences before birth and develops during fetal development (p. 3). The first three years of life are considered a critical period for developing auditory-neural connections in the brain. The listening trajectory for the newborn child consists of auditory awareness, auditory discrimination and auditory recognition. Early listening experiences are considered building blocks for literacy later in life, with children’s receptive vocabulary existing at a very young age and being more extensive than their expressive vocabulary. Young children’s listening styles and preferences are still developing, and a child’s listening repertoires can be expanded by extending their listening experiences. In the review, the linkage between oracy and literacy with print was examined. Earlier studies suggested that listening comprehension is generally predictive of academic achievement. Moreover, listening and socio-emotional development are connected. Studies considered that listening plays a part in the earliest origin of empathy in which infants hear each other cry (p. 5). Moreover, listening to, telling, and retelling life stories supports constructing the child’s autobiographical memory, linking with socio-emotional growth. Finally, listening was connected to self-regulation and provided evidence that children in preschool with behavioural problems often have poor receptive language skills (p. 6).

Lovett et al. (2012) studied the development of spatial listening skills in 56 normal-hearing children aged 1 to 8 years in England. Spatial listening skills include localizing sources of sound and perceiving speech in noise. The authors referred to studies from the 1990s with newborns and children aged 18 months that demonstrated that the ability to localize a sound source is present at birth for typically hearing children. Moreover, further studies showed that children aged 5 to 6 years demonstrated adult-like abilities on localization tests (locating a sound source). The study was partially dedicated to developing a test battery for children with a hearing impairment, which lies beyond the scope of this paper. In the rest of the paper, the researchers confirmed various relevant findings for understanding spatial listening skills development in children with normal hearing. Various tests assessed these skills: Left-Right Discrimination, Localization, Movement Tracking and Toy Discrimination tests. The results confirmed that performance improved with age in all tests except for the Movement Tracking Test. Performance was high for all ages in the Movement Tracking Test. The authors suggested that this developmental trend in spatial listening skills is related to changes in the auditory cortex, growth in head size and improvements in attention, memory and language skills, which are age-related. In different tests, young children demonstrated adult performance: for movement tracking at 1.5 years; left-right discrimination at 3 years; and localization and discerning speech in noise at 6 years.

Donnot et al. (2014) further examined auditory attention in 103 children aged 7 to 12 years. They demonstrated that children aged 7 to 8 years could shift their attention to identifying auditory emotional stimuli. Emotional stimuli in this study were five sentences made up of pseudowords read aloud in three emotional tones (angry, happy and neutral). The lateralized tone cue was a beep played to either the left or the right ear. The verbal cue was the word ‘left’ or ‘right’ presented to both ears
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(binaurally). Compared to previous studies using other verbal stimuli, this study with emotional stimuli observed a younger age of success for the dichotic listening task (in which different sounds are played to the left and right ear). The authors suggested that the results were possibly influenced by using emotional stimuli (p. 542). In addition, the results showed that the children improved their performance in identifying an emotional tone when the left ear was cued compared to the right ear, which was previously found in studies on emotional auditory stimuli.

Vannest et al. (2009) examined the difference in activation of auditory and language-processing brain regions while children were passively and actively listening to a story. Their sample consisted of children aged 11 to 13 years in the USA. Data were gathered through functional MRI methods. Their results showed generally similar activation during the passive listening and active response tasks. However, the active tasks resulted in more activation in specific brain regions probably associated with memory and attention.

Alonzo et al. (2016) set out to find early predictors for ‘listening comprehension’ using data from a five-year longitudinal study in five United States university sites. They tested if various measures in pre-kindergarten predicted listening comprehension in second grade. They included 420 participants aged 4 to 5 years at the baseline of their study, but used data on 318 of the children. Listening comprehension was conceptualized as having both a language basis (vocabulary, inferencing and background knowledge) and a cognitive one (working memory and attention) (p. 313). The researchers referenced other studies to demonstrate the importance and influence of listening comprehension on children’s reading comprehension. Still, educators generally focus mainly on precursors of word reading for testing and preventing reading disabilities. The researchers selected measures that best captured their constructs of interest: foundational language, higher-level language and working memory. A pre-kindergarten measure of listening comprehension, foundational language skills and working memory (ages 3 to 4 years) provided insight into listening comprehension in second-grade children (ages 7 to 8 years). However, the resulting statistical models were not strong enough to truly predict a child’s future listening comprehension skills.

A study by Kim (2015) was based on the construction-integration model of text comprehension, according to which mental representation of text occurs at three levels: linguistic, text-based and situational (a mental model of the situation described in the text). The author considered that various language skills and cognitive processes are therefore likely to be needed for text comprehension. ‘Listening comprehension’ is a central skill that the author examined in this context. The author studied how low-order language and cognitive skills (such as vocabulary, syntactic knowledge and working memory) were related to high-order cognitive skills (such as comprehension monitoring and theory of mind). Additionally, the author considered whether all these skills (low-order language skills and low- and high-order cognitive skills) were related to listening comprehension. Finally, the author examined whether listening comprehension and word reading mediated the relationship between language and cognitive skills and reading comprehension.

Kim’s (2015) study explained how low-order language and cognitive skills related to listening comprehension: by solely indirectly relating via high-order cognitive skills or directly relating to listening comprehension. Previous studies demonstrated that vocabulary, syntactic knowledge and working memory related to listening comprehension. However, these previous studies did not clarify whether this relationship was entirely mediated by high-order cognitive skills (e.g., comprehension monitoring or theory of mind). The study included 148 children aged 5 to 6 years in South Korea. Kim’s results supported the hierarchical structure of language and cognitive processes. Low-order language
and cognitive skills (vocabulary, syntactic knowledge and working memory) predicted high-order
cognitive skills (comprehension monitoring and theory of mind) that predicted listening comprehension
(at a discourse level). Two low-order language and cognitive skills (vocabulary and syntactic
knowledge) were also directly related to listening comprehension, while another low-order skill
(working memory) was not. High-order cognitive skills (comprehension monitoring and theory of mind)
completely mediated the relationship between working memory and listening comprehension. The
study showed the relationship between these high-order cognitive skills and listening comprehension.
Comprehension monitoring and theory of mind partially predicted listening comprehension, and the
author suggested that further research is needed to study the relationship between inference-making
skills, theory of mind and listening comprehension. Finally, listening comprehension and word reading
explained 91 per cent variance in reading comprehension and completely mediated the relationship of
the language and cognitive skills to reading comprehension. Figure 1 shows all results.

In a longitudinal study covering preschool until early adolescence, Ebert (2020) examined the relation
between theory of mind and language skills in a sample of 231 German children aged 3 to 14 years.
Ebert did not define "theory of mind". Kim (2015) defined it as: “the ability to make inferences about
what others think and make predictions about their behaviors” (p. 139). Ebert (2020) demonstrated
that changes in theory of mind from preschool until early adolescence can be predicted by language
measures, such as receptive grammar and early sentence comprehension. Additionally, early theory
of mind measures predicted changes in children’s receptive vocabulary. Early theory of mind did not
affect listening comprehension or reading comprehension at a later stage. There was a small indirect
effect of advanced theory of mind on reading comprehension through listening comprehension.
In another study on listening comprehension of narrative texts, Kim (2016) considered further direct and mediated effects of skills on listening comprehension. The study included a sample of 201 children aged 6 to 7 years in South Korea. Again, this study took the construction–integration model of text comprehension as the theoretical framework. This time, direct and mediated effects of the following skills on listening comprehension were studied: working memory and attention (as foundational cognitive skills); vocabulary and grammatical knowledge (as foundational language skills); and inference, theory of mind and comprehension (as higher-order cognitive skills). Kim (2016) theorized listening comprehension as a complex skill. Previous evidence demonstrated that beyond understanding vocabulary and combinations of words, listening comprehension requires higher-order cognitive skills (inference making, theory of mind and comprehension monitoring). ‘Inference’ was defined as: “children’s ability to integrate text information with background knowledge (i.e., elaborate inference, not referential) needed for the situation model” (p. 106). The theory of mind measure included first-order and second-order false belief scenario tasks. The results were that the language and cognitive skills included in the study explained 85 per cent of the variance in listening comprehension. Working memory, grammatical knowledge, inference and theory of mind directly predicted listening comprehension. Attention, vocabulary, and comprehension monitoring indirectly predicted listening comprehension. Working memory, grammatical knowledge and theory of mind contributed most to predicting listening comprehension. Vocabulary and inference contributed less. Comprehension monitoring and attention made the smallest contributions. In contrast with Kim’s study from 2015, this more recent study found a direct effect of working memory on listening comprehension, and the author concluded that working memory is critical for listening comprehension. The author further concluded that the results demonstrated the importance of foundational oral language skills (namely grammatical knowledge and vocabulary) for listening comprehension. Theory of mind had the largest effect on listening comprehension.

The Language and Reading Research Consortium (2017) studied whether oral language (vocabulary and grammar) and listening comprehension are separate constructs in children. Their study was based in the United States and included a large sample of 1,869 children aged 4 to 9 years. According to the researchers, there was no clear understanding of how listening comprehension relates to oral language. Moreover, there was no agreement about the basic constructs of listening comprehension. The content of measures of listening comprehension varies substantially across tests in different studies. Reading researchers have focused on listening comprehension due to its central role in reading comprehension. According to the Simple View of Reading, listening comprehension (also known as linguistic comprehension) is defined as “comprehension of written text read out loud” (Language and Reading Research Consortium, 2017, p. 1273). The researchers defined ‘listening comprehension’ in their study similarly as “the understanding of written discourse that has been read aloud” (p. 1279). They measured listening comprehension by assessing the answers to inferential and non-inferential questions based on spoken narrative and expository text to which the children listened. Additionally, the children completed another inference task in which they communicated their understanding of different sentences in a story and connected the story to general knowledge. Overall, the results of the study indicated that the measures of listening comprehension and oral language (vocabulary and grammar) assessed the same underlying construct throughout all years (4- to 9-year-olds) and therefore, according to the research consortium, oral language and listening comprehension were “best characterized as a single oral language construct” (p. 1273).

Further studies focused on the relationship between listening comprehension and various other constructs. In a longitudinal study from 2018, the Language and Reading Research Consortium and Chiu (2018) studied how word recognition and listening comprehension influenced reading
comprehension in 305 children aged 4 to 9 years from the United States. The findings were that more than 90 per cent of the variance in reading comprehension in Grade 3 (children aged 8 to 9 years) could be explained by listening comprehension and word recognition skills from pre-kindergarten (children aged 4 to 5 years). This result supported the Simple View of Reading framework. Lervåg et al. (2017) explored the relationship between oral language skills and reading comprehension further. Their longitudinal study included 198 children aged 7 to 13 years old. They stated that the Simple View of Reading is well established and supported by a large body of evidence. According to the Simple View of Reading, “understanding written text is the product of decoding and listening comprehension” (Lervåg et al., 2017, p. 1). Relevant findings for listening comprehension were that the language factor of vocabulary, grammar (syntax and morpheme generation), verbal working memory and inference skills explained 95 per cent of the variance in listening comprehension. Thus, the variations in listening comprehension were explained to a large extent by the language factor. Their findings contradict Kim’s studies (2015, 2016) that found unique contributions of inference skills and verbal working memory on listening comprehension. Another finding in line with Kim (2015) was the support found for the Simple View of Reading that listening comprehension fully mediated the influence of the language factors on reading comprehension. The authors recognized that constructs not included in their study could influence listening comprehension and reading comprehension, such as background knowledge or attention (included by Kim, 2016). Overall the authors concluded that “multiple language-related skills are involved in listening comprehension” (Lervåg et al., 2017, p. 15).

Tragant Mestres et al. (2018) studied possible positive effects of reading-while-listening compared to reading-only for 80 children aged 10 to 11 years. The authors suggested that multimodality may be beneficial for the young learners. Linguistic outcomes included that the reading-while-listening group had higher vocabulary gains but no enhanced reading or listening comprehension. Moreover, a non-linguistic outcome was that the children clearly preferred the reading-while-listening mode of input over reading-only.

Wolf et al. (2019) explored the relationship between reading and listening comprehension further in 85 children aged 7 to 9 years. They found that reading and listening comprehension both had general and modality-specific aspects. Comprehension types overlapped: listening comprehension explained 40 per cent of the variance for reading comprehension, and reading comprehension explained 34 per cent of the variance in listening comprehension. The researchers concluded that “part of the reading and listening comprehension process taps a general comprehension skill that operates regardless of modality” (p. 15). Moreover, vocabulary and word reading fluency contributed to both reading and listening comprehension, and the researchers suggested that vocabulary may play a role in the domain-general part of the general comprehension process. Still, reading comprehension and listening comprehension included modality-specific processes. The study could not clarify which processes these were exactly since no other cognitive skills measured contributed significantly to reading or listening comprehension.
4.2. Listening and classroom education

Overall, eight studies, six of them empirical, were included in this section on listening and formal education.

In an interdisciplinary literature review, Jalongo (2010) emphasized the importance of listening in classroom education. Previous observational studies demonstrated that students spent between 50 per cent and 75 per cent of their classroom time listening to their teachers, peers or audio media used in class. From other studies it emerged that listening skills are neglected in instructional materials with children, in teacher training and assessment: “[d]espite the fact that listening is the language skill that hearing children and adults use the most, it is the one that is taught the least” (p. 11). Additionally, many variables of classrooms as listening environments can negatively affect children’s listening comprehension. Such variables included: children’s less developed auditory processing mechanisms; health barriers to hearing, including allergies and ear infections; background noise; interruptions in the classroom, and language or dialect differences between the child and teacher or peers. In the review, Jalongo promoted a pedagogy of listening consisting of three components: interior listening, multiple listening and visible listening:

Contemporary early childhood classrooms need to demonstrate a “pedagogy of listening” that consists of attention to three components: (1) interior listening, in which children reflect on what it means to be in a particular environment; (2) multiple listening, in which children’s and adults’ voices are given equal time and respect; and (3) visible listening, that uses documentation of experiences (e.g., drawings, photographs, print, sculpture) as the basis for discussion and interpretation (Clark, 2007; Rinaldi, 2001). (pp. 11–12)

The author argued for fundamental changes in education in which teachers should become listeners more than talkers, whereas the reverse is often true:

Promoting effective listening would require a role reversal in which adults who work with young children would be superlative listeners as they strive to better understand children, families, and colleagues; interpret the rhythm and balance of learning experiences; hear the social, cultural, and community contexts of students’ lives; and attend to silence and acts of silence (Schultz, 2003). (p. 12)

This pedagogy of listening is addressed in existing educational approaches, such as Reggio Emilia schools of Italy (p. 5).

An empirical article examined 3,995 Greek elementary and secondary teachers’ active listening attitudes (Kourmousi et al., 2017). The study used an online version of the Active Listening Attitude Scale (ALAS), a 31-item questionnaire divided into three factors: listening skill, listening attitude, and conversation opportunity. In this study, sex influenced the results, with females scoring higher on listening skill and conversation opportunity. Female teachers “appear[ed] to exhibit better listening attitudes and to be more eager to communicate” (p. 10). Neither age nor teaching experience influenced listening attitude, listening skill and conversation opportunity. Finally, principals and teachers who had received mental health promotion training scored higher on all ALAS subscales than the other educators included in the study.

In one study, 16 teachers of 207 young children (aged 2 to 5 years) received training to increase language and vocabulary development opportunities (Wasik et al., 2006). The study was conducted in American Head Start classrooms and centres that provide early childhood education for children living
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The intervention consisted of book reading and oral language strategies. The oral language development training consisted of practising and promoting active listening, modelling rich language, and providing feedback. The teacher was trained to listen attentively, focus attention on the child and respond meaningfully. The teacher also taught the children to listen to others (being quiet while others are speaking, raising their hand when they want to speak, taking turns). After receiving the nine-month long intervention training, the teachers used strategies (such as providing feedback to language, asking descriptive questions and using active listening strategies) during book reading and other classroom activities. Initially, the teachers were reluctant to ask the children questions and allow them to talk due to concerns relating to keeping order.

Connolly et al. (2013) studied adolescents’ perspectives of the quality of their school’s acoustic environment. The study referenced previous research demonstrating that children, even as young as six years, are excellent judges of good and poor listening environments (p. 270). The online questionnaire was administered over a large sample (2,588 participants) of children 11 to 16 years old spread over six secondary schools in England. The children reflected on the full school acoustic environment (including individual classrooms and public places) and the sound sources impeding learning and listening. Four factors were identified from factor analysis (explaining 43% of the total variance in responses): ease of hearing in school spaces; sensitivity to noise; consequences of noise in the classroom; and annoyance at intermittent noise (p. 275). Noise from outside the classroom generally resulted in a higher annoyance level compared to noise from inside the classroom (p. 277). Outside noise resulted in higher annoyance regardless of occurring less frequently compared to noise from inside the classroom. Moreover, students with additional learning needs were more affected by noise and poor listening conditions and acoustics (p. 276). Older children were more sensitive to annoyance caused by noise (p. 277). Students were more negative about their listening environment when their school was exposed to external noise sources, such as main roads and railways, or when their school had increased internal noise sources, such as an open plan classroom design (p. 277).

Klatte et al. (2010) gave attention to acoustical conditions in classrooms and the relationship with students’ performance and well-being at school. The authors focused on the reverberation time of various classrooms, which is: “the time in seconds required for sound pressure at a specific frequency to decay 60 dB after the sound source has stopped” (p. 660). Long reverberation time impedes speech signals reaching the listener due to the reduction in speech clarity and undesired sounds staying in the room longer and creating noise. The researchers measured the effects of acoustics in 21 classrooms from 8 schools by two experiments. For the first experiment into the effects of classroom reverberation time on cognitive performance, noise ratings and school attitudes, the classes of children taught in these classrooms participated in various tasks, including sound-categorization, written language acquisition, nonverbal intelligence, phonological processing and filling out a noise questionnaire, social and emotional school attitude questionnaire and a parental questionnaire. The first experiment included 398 children aged 7 to 9 years.

The result of this first experiment by Klatte et al. (2010) was that children from classrooms with a long reverberation time performed worse on a phonological processing task compared to children in classrooms with a short reverberation time. Moreover, the children from classrooms with a long reverberation time judged their relationships with their peers and teachers less positively and reported the noise in the classroom as a higher burden (p. 676). “These results confirm the view that reverberant classrooms provide an uncomfortable learning environment which, in the long-term, negatively affects social relationships between the pupils, and between the pupils and the teachers” (p. 676). In the second experiment, the researchers tested acute effects of classroom acoustics on speech perception.
performance in a repeated-measurement design. The second experiment included 346 children aged 7 to 9 years. For this experiment, the children completed two tasks (identification of single words and sentence comprehension) in their own classroom and a control classroom with a favourable reverberation time. Classroom reverberation affected word identification significantly. No effect was found for sentence comprehension.

Through four experiments, Rudner et al. (2018) investigated how background noise, voice quality and visual cues influenced listening comprehension and effort in Swedish primary school classrooms. The researchers studied listening in 245 children aged 8 years. They simulated primary school classroom listening conditions by using a digitally animated voice and background babble noises. In the four experiments, the children completed listening exercises under varying conditions (e.g., with and without visual support and multi-talker babble noise). They found that the comprehension of a spoken passage was reduced and perceived difficulty increased when multi-talker babble noise was present. A dysphonic voice decreased perceived pleasantness but did not influence passage comprehension. In the simulated classroom, there was some association between good executive functioning and good auditory passage comprehension.

In the context of music education, Todd and Mishra (2013) reviewed the literature in order to understand effective listening instruction better. Meaningful listening instruction includes selection of pieces and also helping students to memorize and interpret the music heard. The researcher demonstrated that teachers should choose familiar music for upper elementary grades students (aged around 9 to 12 years), while students in the lower elementary grades (around 6 to 9 years) are generally most receptive to unfamiliar music and can be presented with unfamiliar pieces. Additionally, directed listening activities can be useful, such as multiple modalities of visual (listening maps) and kinaesthetic (movement activities) stimuli. Such active listening conditions heightened participation and attentiveness in different studies and samples.

4.3. Listening and informal learning experiences

Many studies focused on arts engagement generally (one study) and listening to music specifically (five studies). One study on music listening in classroom education was covered in the previous section (Todd and Mishra, 2013). One study on music listening and well-being (Saarikallio et al., 2017) will be covered in section 4.5, Listening and well-being.

In a review of the empirical literature, Hallam (2010) examined the effects of active music engagement on children’s intellectual, social and personal development. The researcher explored evidence of the impact of musical skills on perceptual and language skills, including listening. The study extended beyond listening skills, and the impact of musical skills on many other areas was examined, such as self-discipline, social work and relaxation. For listening skills, Hallam (2010) explained that music and speech have shared processing systems and through listening to music processing can be enhanced, which impacts perception of language and reading. The author concluded that music plays a key role in the development of perceptual processing systems facilitating encoding and identifying speech sounds. This conclusion was based on active music engagement generally, not solely on music listening.

In a large-scale empirical study in the United Kingdom, Mak and Fancourt (2019) provided evidence of an association between children’s arts engagement, including listening to or playing music, and self-esteem. Their sample included 6,209 children aged 11 years. The researchers built their study on an established relationship between arts engagement and psychological well-being and mental health.
Arts engagement was measured through three possible activities: listening or playing music; drawing, painting or making things; and reading for enjoyment. For music activities the child's ability did not influence the positive effect on self-esteem: the child did not have to be good at art in order for art engagement to have a positive effect on the child's self-esteem. For music activities, the positive effect was strengthened when parents engaged in these activities with the children on a regular basis (once or twice a week).

In a Canadian context, Morinville et al. (2013) found that higher levels of self-determined music listening predicted higher subjective well-being in adolescents. The study included 238 participants aged 17 to 21 years. The authors specifically considered the effect of music listening on the adolescents’ global happiness, defined as “people’s personal, subjective and global evaluation of their cognitive and affective quality of life” (p. 384). Self-determined reasons to listen to music included inherent pleasure and personal meaning.

In a review of the literature on music and coping with stress in adolescence, Miranda (2019) found that studies generally focus on musical coping in the context of everyday-life self-initiated music listening. While sex and age differences are included in the literature, cultural differences are generally not studied. The author concluded that there is preliminary evidence that musical coping in adolescents can have both beneficial and detrimental outcomes. The author concluded that musical coping seems to exist during adolescence, especially in the form of listening to music, but further research needs to be done.

Porta (2018) examined ways children listen to film and television music in the child’s home environment. The sample included 115 children aged 10 to 12 years. The researcher found that soundtracks create meaning to the narrative for children. The children keep interest even when the image was removed and only the music played. On the other hand, the story lost meaning once the music was removed. Overall, the study showed that music had meaning for children in various categories: space-temporal perception, definition of characters and story, emotions and musical recognition.

A survey study based on adolescents and young adults across Kenya, the Philippines, New Zealand and Germany explored music listening in families and in peer groups, and especially its relationship to family cohesion and emotional well-being (Boer and Abubakar, 2014). Their sample included 760 participants aged 13 to 29 years; this sample consisted of 436 adolescents and was therefore still included. Across all four cultures music listening contributed to family and peer cohesion. Music listening and rituals in families only affected youth well-being in the traditional and collectivistic cultures (Kenya and the Philippines) while for all cultural contexts there was a direct positive effect of music listening in peer groups on well-being. The study was based on well-supported research into the positive impact of music listening on emotions and well-being, with various studies focusing on adolescents.
4.4. Listening, families and communities

In the previous section on informal learning, one study identified the positive effects of family music rituals on youth well-being in the Philippines and Kenya and the positive effects of peer music listening rituals on youth well-being in the Philippines, Kenya, New Zealand and Germany (Boer and Abubakar, 2014). The further four studies on listening and the child’s social environment are of an empirical nature.

One study investigated how literacy activities at home influence school performance at a later stage. Silinskas et al. (2019) looked at home literacy activities and development of children’s language and literacy skills including oral language skills consisting of vocabulary and listening comprehension. Their sample was large, with 1,880 children aged 5 to 8 years and their mothers. They found a relationship between shared reading predicting oral language skills of vocabulary and listening comprehension. They built on the home literacy model that explains how two types of literacy activities in a child’s home environment (formal and informal ones) influence children’s literacy and language skills in different ways. Formal literacy activities (such as teaching of reading) can improve children’s decoding while informal literacy activities where print is present but not the focus (such as shared reading) can enhance language development such as vocabulary. In a Finnish context (a language with a highly transparent orthography), the authors examined how maternal teaching of reading and shared reading during preschool relates to the child’s language and literacy skill development. Results relevant for listening comprehension included that shared reading positively predicted children’s vocabulary and listening comprehension in school year 1 (children aged 7 to 8 years) and school year 2 (children aged 8 to 9 years) (p. 12). Following the Simple View of Reading, both vocabulary and listening comprehension influence reading comprehension (p. 15). Shared reading did not relate to a mother’s beliefs and expectations about their child’s performance in school, while teaching reading did. The authors concluded that these results indicate that traditionally parents read with their children in Finnish culture (informal activities within the home literacy model).

In a follow-up study, Hutton et al. (2017) focused on child engagement during a story listening task in a mainly qualitative study. While the previous study focused on how stimulating the home reading environment was around the child, this study focuses on intrinsic factors, such as child interest or engagement during reading. Twenty-two mother–daughter dyads were studied with daughters aged 4 years old and mothers mainly from a low socioeconomic status. Video observations of mother–child reading were gathered and scored by the researchers. The authors’ hypothesis that children with higher engagement would show greater activation in brain areas supporting attention and narrative comprehension was not supported. Instead, children with higher engagement showed “increased activation in right-sided cerebellar association areas during the task, and greater functional connectivity between this activation cluster and language and executive function areas” (p. 2). The authors suggest that the children who are highly interested and engaged during shared reading show different neural processing than their less interested and engaged peers.

Our findings suggest an intriguing, albeit tentative, mechanism by which these factors intrinsic to the child may enhance emergent literacy development via recruitment of cerebellar association areas – a cerebellar “boost” – during story sharing, and underscore the potential of interventions targeting parent-child engagement and interest in reading. (p. 14)

The authors suggest that this cerebellar boost possibly makes the full reading experience for the child more pleasant, creating a further cycle of interest affecting both child and caregiver and leading to higher quantity and quality of shared reading experience and time.
In a similar study, Romeo et al. (2018) found that the more conversational turns children experience in a home environment, the greater their brain activation during a story listening task. The implications are that it is not only the amount of language addressed to children that is relevant, but also the extent to which parents have back-and-forth conversation with children. These results occurred independently of socioeconomic status, IQ and adult–child utterances. The study was conducted in an American context with children aged four to six. The data were gathered through home audio recordings and a functional MRI task during which children listened to short, simple stories. The researchers found that the conversational turns experienced influenced neural language processing more than the child’s socioeconomic status.

Abrams et al. (2016) studied neural circuits underlying mother’s voice perception based on the premise that early listeners are generally sensitive for the voices in their social environment. The researchers gathered fMRI data with children in the USA with a mean age of 10.2 years. When hearing their mother’s voice, the children’s brains were more active in various regions compared to hearing other female voices. Enhanced activity was found in auditory regions, affect processing regions, the reward circuit, the salience network and a region connected with face perception. “Surprisingly, brain signatures of mother’s voice can be detected even ∼10 y into childhood and provide a neural fingerprint of children’s social communication abilities” (p. 4). The researchers indicated that children's social abilities are closely linked to the network activated when hearing their mothers’ voices.

4.5. Listening and well-being

One study explicitly considered how feeling listened to influences child well-being. Robson et al. (2017) focused on parent/carers and practitioners’ perspectives on child well-being in England through an online questionnaire including Likert scales (numerical scoring) and free-text responses which were coded and analysed. The quantitative data included measurement of the parent/carers and practitioners’ perspectives on the importance of 13 categories for child well-being, including feeling listened to. Feeling listened to was valued by both practitioners and parent/carers as one of the most important categories contributing to child well-being, ranked fifth by practitioners and fourth by parents/carers. More important categories were “good family relationships, experiencing fun and laughter and feeling good about themselves” (p. 7). “Time and space to play” was relatively considered slightly more important (by practitioners) or slightly less important (by parent/carer). The qualitative data included what children’s well-being depended on. Practitioners especially emphasized the importance of children’s feeling listened to, which was at times linked to children’s agency (having a voice/ being involved in decision-making). The authors suggested that this emphasis may be related to national and international policy and practice levels that emphasize hearing children’s voices (pp. 10–11). The authors recognized that in future studies the children’s own perspectives should be taken into consideration.

Saarikallio et al. (2017) considered affective processing related to musical relaxation in a qualitative study with 55 children aged 15 years. They built on previous studies that proposed how music listening plays a major role for health and well-being in the daily lives of adolescents. Their study is linked to relaxation from the very start. The authors focused on affective states as an umbrella term including emotions, moods, arousal, energy levels and stress (p. 377), and especially on affective processing, including goals, outcome states, regulation strategies and induction mechanisms, and how these play a role in musical relaxation. In this qualitative study, the adolescents listened to their own relaxation music for 20 minutes and wrote a description about their experience which was analysed (summative and directed content analysis). The adolescents identified six affect-related goals: relax,
calm down/tranquility, energize, improve mood, positive emotions, mixed (a combination of the other categories). The adolescents’ reactions revealed three affect regulation strategies: processing (focusing and processing internal experiences), distraction (focusing on the music and not on the internal experiences), and induction (completely focusing on the music but no clear indication on focusing on or distracting from internal experiences). Additionally, the responses showed two mechanisms: musical (when the music itself created an emotional impact) and mental (when the music triggered something extra-musical, such as images or memories that created an emotional impact). Overall, the processing strategy was supported by both musical and mental mechanisms, while the strategies of distraction and induction were mainly supported by the musical mechanism (p. 385). The authors demonstrated that affect-related outcomes of musical relaxation in adolescence were supported with specific strategies and mechanisms. For instance, mood improvement was supported by the distraction strategy and the musical mechanism. Music listening can strengthen an existing neutral or positive mood serving as a “resource for positive emotionality” (p. 386).

Various studies had a different main focus but did mention well-being or included relevant constructs for well-being. For instance, a study concluded that self-determined music listening predicted higher subjective well-being (Morinville et al., 2013), while another study demonstrated that active music engagement, including music listening or making, positively affected self-esteem (Mak and Fancourt, 2019). A literature review showed that musical coping seemed to exist during adolescence, especially while listening to music, but it had both beneficial and detrimental effects, warranting further investigation (Miranda, 2019). An empirical study provided evidence from four contexts into how music listening and its rituals contributed to youth well-being in families in Kenya and the Philippines and in peer groups in Kenya, the Philippines, Germany and New Zealand (Boer and Abubakar, 2014). On the other hand, children from reverberating classrooms were less positive about their relationships with their peers and teachers and the children reported the noise in the classroom as a burden (Klatte et al., 2010). While the purpose of the study included measuring well-being, the findings were not clearly discussed in relation to the construct and conceptual understanding of well-being.

4.6. Listening and its physical, emotional, mental and spiritual dimensions

Studies included in this paper have been categorized by using the matrix of L4WB’s four perspectives (Table 1), revealing those parts of the matrix most and least studied (see Table 4). Studies mainly fitted in the mental process category (16 studies), followed by the emotional process category (12 studies) and the physical process category (6 studies).

As in the other core capacity papers in this series, the mental process, emotional process and physical process are partially overrepresented. Following the L4WB framework, studies about the listening environment were grouped at the physical process level, and studies into the effect of relationships and interactions on listening were grouped at the emotional process level. If these studies were to be taken out of the matrix these categories would be less represented. Still, the mental process level remains by far the most studied level for the listening paper.
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Table 4: All studies in the Matrix of Four Perspectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SPIRITUAL (S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>content ‘what’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>process ‘how’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intention ‘why’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MENTAL (M)</td>
<td>0 studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMOTIONAL (E)</td>
<td>1 study(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSICAL (P)</td>
<td>0 studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. All listening studies were included in the matrix.

4.7. Listening and other core capacities

In this mapping paper various overlaps were found with other core capacities, as follows:

*Inquiry:* Inquiry-based education and pedagogies of listening seem to go hand-in-hand. Listening should have a more central role in education for both adults and children according to the pedagogy of listening (Jalongo, 2010). In the inquiry core capacity mapping paper authors suggested that children should inquire more to take an active place in the classroom and their learning. One empirical study included in the listening paper showed that teacher training focused on asking questions can enhance teacher’s asking open-ended questions and increase children’s language and vocabulary development opportunities (Wasik et al., 2006).

*Relaxing:* Hallam’s (2010) review of the effects of active music engagement for children’s intellectual, social and personal development made some links to relaxation, including how active music engagement can provide relaxation (p. 279), and that singing benefits include relaxation (p. 281). Saarikallio et al.

\(^1\) The 16 studies placed at the Mental (M) process level are: Alonzo et al., 2016; Donnot et al., 2014; Ebert, 2020; Hallam, 2010; Jalongo, 2010; Kim, 2015; Kim, 2016; Language and Reading Research Consortium, 2017; Language and Reading Research Consortium and Chiu, 2018; Lervåg et al., 2017; Lovett et al., 2012; Porta, 2018; Silinskas et al., 2015; Tragant Mestres et al., 2018; Vannest et al., 2009; Wolf et al., 2018.

\(^2\) The one study placed at the Emotional (E) content level is: Kourmousi et al., 2016.

\(^3\) The 11 studies placed at the Emotional (E) process level are: Abrams et al., 2016; Boer and Abubakar, 2014; Hutton et al., 2017; Mak and Fancourt, 2019; Miranda, 2019; Morinville et al., 2013; Robson et al., 2017; Romeo et al., 2018; Saarikallio et al., 2017; Silinskas et al., 2015; Wasik et al., 2006.

\(^4\) The five studies placed at the Physical (P) process level are: Connolly et al., 2013; Klatte et al., 2010; Rudner et al., 2018; Todd and Mishra, 2013; Tragant Mestres et al., 2018.
(2017) studied the affective processes of musical relaxation, including goals to relax, calm down/create a state of tranquillity, energize, improve mood, achieve positive emotions and mixed goals.

Reflecting: Kim (2016) understood the ability to think about somebody else's thinking as a metacognitive ability important in listening comprehension (in narrative texts). There is a clear link made here to the other core capacity of reflecting. Jalongo (2010) linked listening to self-regulation, which has some links with metacognition suggested in the reflecting paper (p. 6).

Empathizing: Links between listening and empathizing were suggested by a reference to nursery conditions in which one baby's crying triggers crying in other infants (Jalongo, 2010). Other studies linked theory of mind to listening comprehension (Kim, 2015; 2016), while another study did not find evidence of theory of mind and listening comprehension (Ebert, 2020).

Noticing (observing): None of the studies included in this paper explored noticing explicitly; however, it seems logical that there is an overlap between listening and noticing (observing). The mapping paper on noticing (observing) includes more explicit references to listening. For instance, in the results section it notes that “observation is defined as the act of careful watching and listening” (Cunsolo et al., 2021, p. 10) and noticing contained sensory characteristics including listening (p. 20).

Enriching sensory awareness (embodying): Hallam (2010) concluded that active music engagement plays a key role in developing perceptual processing systems. Moreover, the author explained how music and speech have shared processing systems and through listening to music processing can be enhanced, which impacts perception of language and reading. There seems to be an overlap with enriching sensory awareness ('embodying') that was studied through the key term ‘enriching sensory processing’.

Discerning patterns and subtle sensing: There were no clear explicit links found in the studies included in this mapping paper between listening and discerning patterns, and listening and subtle sensing.

5. DISCUSSION

When comparing the initial L4WB definition with the resulting studies from the evidence base, several findings are evident. On the one hand, studies identified did examine how and to what children listen. On the other hand, no studies investigated listening following the broader L4WB interpretation of listening, which includes listening to one’s own body and the environment. No empirical evidence was found to support this broad definition of listening. Searches for active listening did not provide many relevant findings. At the same time, some studies did include active listening with respect to teacher attitudes and teacher training (Wasik et al., 2006; Kourmousi et al., 2017). Another review study included positive effects of active listening conditions (such as movement activities while listening to music) (Todd and Mishra, 2013). Studies included themes relevant for the L4WB framework, such as listening in families and the effects of music listening on well-being.

The studies on listening comprehension best explored the development of listening in childhood, although there is no consensus on this construct, which limited the comparison of results across studies. When further examining listening within the L4WB framework, ‘listening comprehension’ may be a useful key term to study, though the lack of consensus about this construct is a significant limitation. The results from the studies on the development of listening in children also demonstrate
that most studies consider listening comprehension to be closely related with other relevant constructs such as reading comprehension and oral language. Insights included that: oral language and listening comprehension measure an underlying construct for children aged 4 to 9 years (Language and Reading Research Consortium, 2017); various language-related skills were involved in listening comprehension (Wolf et al., 2019); and that listening and reading comprehension relied on a general comprehension skill (Wolf et al., 2019). These are important insights for the L4WB construct of listening as a core capacity. Core capacities should be innate and inherent constructs that other more complex capacities are built upon. With listening comprehension consisting of multiple constructs according to studies in the identified evidence base, listening may not meet all criteria for a core capacity.

Listening demonstrates various other characteristics of a core capacity, but the evidence does not necessarily show that listening is a core capacity following the L4WB conceptualization. Specific types of listening enhance well-being, but not all. The listening core capacity showed various overlaps with other core capacities, which can be explored further in the synthesis report. In combination with the mapping papers of the other eight core capacities, this mapping paper can provide further insights into the empirical evidence base for core capacities and well-being.

The nine core capacities from the L4WB framework may possibly contribute to child well-being. While well-being was often not extensively discussed in the evidence base for other core capacities, studies into listening mentioned it quite often. Related constructs, such as subjective and emotional well-being, health promotion, and positive emotions, were examined in various studies, especially on the relaxation and positive effects of music listening alone and in family and peer groups. Generally, these studies found positive effects of music listening in children’s lives. One study examined how undesirable and noisy listening conditions negatively affected child learning and at times well-being.

The L4WB approach also focuses on how meaningful adults influence the core capacity of listening in children. From the evidence base, intervention studies in classroom education were successful at improving the listening skills of teachers. The children’s perspectives were included in only a few studies but generally not clearly represented in the evidence base selected. For the understanding of listening as a core capacity, children’s perspectives are largely missing. Gaining further insight from children’s perspectives may be a relevant way forward for the MWM project.

Various age groups were studied in the evidence base in the samples. Overall, the 31 studies included 19 studies on children aged 6 to 10 years; 12 on children aged 11 years to adulthood; 10 on children aged 3 to 5 years; and 2 studies on children aged 12 to 35 months (some studies included children from more than one category). Some studies took a longitudinal approach, especially in the field of listening comprehension, for children aged 7 to 13 years (Lervåg et al., 2017); 3 to 8 years (Alonzo et al., 2016); 4 to 9 years (Language and Reading Research Consortium and Chiu, 2018); and 3 to 14 years (Ebert, 2020).

Most studies included sex-balanced samples but did not mention sex differences for the listening core capacity in their results. Only one study into active listening attitudes did, and it showed female child-educators scoring higher on listening skill and conversation opportunity (Kourmousi et al., 2017). Overall, the studies considered predominantly the contexts of North America (17 studies) and Europe (15 studies). Two studies focused on a South Korean context and one study compared four countries (Kenya, the Philippines, New Zealand and Germany). In the comparative study, some effects of music listening applied to all cultures while others did not. Relevantly, youth well-being was only affected by music listening and rituals in families in traditional and collectivistic cultures (Boer and Abubakar,
2014). It will be interesting to see further insights on the influence of culture on listening and well-being across childhood.

A first limitation of this study is the selection of key terms, which has influenced the types of studies appearing. For instance, the key term ‘listening’ resulted in relevant findings while ‘active listening’ did not add many meaningful studies. The term ‘listening comprehension’ was only identified through the selection of relevant listening articles. This term was not systematically studied in the same way as the key term ‘listening’. However, these additional terms are both component terms that have already been covered by the ‘listening’ searches. No relevant synonyms were identified in this study, while these were identified in the other mapping papers.

Another limitation was the focus on normally developing children. This is especially relevant since studies on diverse groups of children might shed more light on the role of listening for child well-being. The gap in very early child development may be particularly important in this paper because many papers were identified in the initial research phases that investigated listening (to music) in prematurely born babies. Those studies were not included.

Another limitation was the lack of global applicability of the selected studies. The language and database restrictions limit the representativeness of the studies, which are mainly based on data gathered in Europe and North America. Overall, increased diversity in many aspects (e.g., child population, context, sex diversity, ability) is desirable to explore listening throughout childhood more extensively.
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APPENDIX A: LISTS OF KEY TERMS

List 1: term related to core capacity

Listening

List 2: terms related to population

Children
Adolescents

List 3: terms related to research focus (OPTIONAL)

BLANK
Development
Well-Being
Life skill
# APPENDIX B: QUALITY INCLUSION CRITERIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Sub-categories</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 What does it mean for a study to be Conceptually Coherent?</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>Topic, purpose, and study rationale are clearly stated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Literature Review</td>
<td>The relevant conceptual underpinnings of the issue are fully explained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research questions</td>
<td>Research questions and/or hypotheses are well defined and drawn from sound evidence-based theoretical or conceptual framework.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 What does it mean for a study to use Appropriate Methods?</td>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>The research design and sampling are appropriate for the study. The study includes a well-articulated rationale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theory (especially for studies with a primary theoretical framework)</td>
<td>A sound and established theoretical line is present.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Relevant data have been employed. Where survey data are used, the sample is well described and clearly appropriate for the task at hand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analyses</td>
<td>The procedures and measures have been selected correctly and applied correctly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 What does it mean for a study to be Scientifically Valid?</td>
<td>Results</td>
<td>The results of the statistical/empirical tests are fully and correctly interpreted. Basic statistical information, such as probability stats, sample sizes, etc., and coherent explanation of findings are included – avoids overstating the study’s importance and generalizability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Ethics (important but not a requirement to be accepted)</td>
<td>Ethical review</td>
<td>If the research involves primary data collection and/or the use of sensitive secondary data, ethical considerations are described in the study. For example, the article might include details of the procedures followed to ensure the ethical review of data, an indication that the study received the proper oversight from review board or any mitigation strategies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>